
Here are some proven templates for connecting with prospects on LinkedIn:


Hey , I’m looking to connect with more people in the industry and saw you a 
couple times on suggested so thought I'd connect.

{firstname}

Hi , I came across your profile and was very interested in your experience 
in  in . How about we get in touch? I share a lot of content relating 
to  that I think you might find useful.


{firstname}
<job role> <industry>
<prospect’s position>

Hey , always looking for more leaders in  to add to my network. 
Would love to connect!

{firstname} <industry>

Hi , I'd love to connect with you! It seems like we have a lot of common 
connections in the  space and it would be great if we could chat.


{firstname}
<industry>

Hi , I’ve been following your content and I really enjoyed your latest blog 
about . I’d love to connect to keep up with more of your content!


{firstname}
<topic>

Hi , I noticed you’re a leader in  and wanted to reach out. Always 
looking to connect with pioneers in the  space. Looking forward to learning 
from one another.

{firstname} <industry>
<industry>

Hi , your profile has been popping up in my feed lately. I’ve noticed we’re 
both connected . I think we have a lot in common and I’d 
like to connect with you.

{firstname}
<mutual connection’s name>

Hey , I stumbled upon your profile in  and noticed 
we share the same love for . I’m always looking for innovative and creative 
ways to improve our industry. I feel like we have a lot in common, let’s connect!

{firstname} <LinkedIn group name>
<industry>

Hi , LinkedIn showed me your profile multiple times now, so I checked what 
you do. I really like your work and as we are both in  – I thought I’d 
reach out. It’s always great to be connected with like-minded individuals.

{firstname}
<common industry>
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